Business Applications

Oracle Solutions
Why choose Allied Consulting to
facilitate your Oracle
implementation?
Consider the following:
• Strong and lasting commitment to Oracle services
• Broad,, proven
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• Deep technical skills and resources
• World-class implementation methodologies and tools
• Global integration of related disciplines
We can help you reach your objectives faster and with less
disruption to your organisation. This means a quicker return on
your investment and the ability to leverage Oracle’s capabilities
faster.

Oracle Solution Offerings
In the Asian Pacific region, Allied Consulting is the leading
Oracle implementers with around 25 consultants
experienced in implementing various Oracle products
including:
• Oracle Financials suite
• Oracle Distribution suite
• Oracle Manufacturing suite
• Oracle Human Resource / Payroll
• Oracle Projects suite
Besides providing Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solutions, we also offer solutions coupled with Online
Analytical Tools (OLAP), Business Intelligence, Customer Relationship Management and customised
solutions using various Oracle development tools.
Learn how this provides our clients with unique benefits, including:
• Direct, immediate access to product information and specific technical expertise
• Timely assistance with technical issues relating to the implementation
• Advanced notice of product upgrades and enhancements
Take advantage of our other complementary solutions such as eBusiness Integration, Customer Relationship
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Management, to maximise your Oracle investment.
You can be confident that we understand not only how Oracle’s products are designed to function, but also
how to optimise their day-to-day performance in your specific environment.

Attending to the Details
Jump-start your implementation
with Allied Consulting Oracle
Practice. Here, our experienced
team members can conduct
development and testing,
demonstrate the latest releases
of Oracle’s products on various
hardware and network
platforms and work through
platforms,
systems design and
implementation plans in
advance. When it comes to the
actual implementation, this will
save time and money and
minimise disruptions.

Contacts:
Singapore
Crispin Lee
(65) 6395-5100
crispin.lee@acsgrp.com.sg
China
(86-21) 6209-9258 (Shanghai)
(86-21) 6252-2926 (Suzhou)
info@lsccpa.com.cn
Malaysia
(60-3) 2142-2733 (Kuala
Lumpur)
(60 7) 222
(60-7)
222-7111
7111 (Johor Bahru)
info@lsccpa.com.sg

www.acsgrp.com.sg

A World of Experience
Leverage our consultants’ experience from more than 40 of Oracle
implementations across a variety of industries, including public sector,
financial services, manufacturing, communications, entertainment and, in
recent years, a wave of emerging dot.com companies. We have deployed
Oracle solutions in companies with single locations and in global
enterprises with dozens of locations across multiple borders and time
zones.
Take advantage of our experience in implementing other types of
enterprise applications as well. Why is this important? Certain issues particularly those relating to organisational structure, change
management and even integration with third-party products - arise
regardless of the solution being deployed. Let us guide your
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Learn how our Oracle Implementation Toolset incorporates industry best
practices to manage risk which results in the smoothest possible
implementation. For example, with our innovative estimating tool, we
define the initial scope, cost, duration and resources of your project and
continually refine these elements as the project unfolds. The parameters
used in this tool are based on past experience with Oracle
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Our integrated work plan comprehensively addresses all aspects of the
implementation, regardless of industry and module. Yet it is flexible
enough to adapt to the specific needs of your organisation.
Our knowledge sharing tools, such as KnowledgeBase™ and the Industry
Best Practices™ library, provide additional insight into the implementation
process. Since, from the earliest stages of the project, our focus is on
transferring knowledge to your people
people, these knowledge
knowledge-sharing
sharing tools are
critical. When our job is complete, your people will be equipped with the
knowledge, training and tools to operate and maintain the Oracle solution
over time.
Discover also how we encapsulate Oracle implementation methodologies
within our broader Architected Implementation Methodology (AIM)
framework. This ensures that we design a solution that addresses all key
factors affecting your business, both internally and externally. And it helps
us achieve the appropriate balance between strategy
strategy, people
people, processes
and technology to ensure that the technology is truly an enabler of new
opportunities for your organisation.
Beyond the Scope
Enterprise applications impact virtually every area of an enterprise,
directly or indirectly. The Oracle solution you have chosen will mean
fundamental changes in the way your organisation conducts business. To
ease the transition to the new environment
environment, we can also deliver seamless
integration with our professionals in other vital areas, including accounting,
corporate finance, human capital services, tax, valuation and a host of
others.

We make the Difference
Look closer at the advantages of our Oracle implementation approach.
Ask for details on how we have helped other clients overcome complex
and interesting implementation challenges
challenges. From design and development
through deployment and ongoing operations, we can help you make the
right decisions for your organisation - both for now and for the future.
Trust Allied Consulting as your implementation partner so you can quickly
enjoy full rewards of your Oracle solution.
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